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Addendum: The answer to the question posed in the OP question is in the answer to this related question: How can I obtain a
license key when the author doesn't supply it? A: to extract license key from a binary 7b17bfd26b replacing

"%PROGRAMFILES%\DoneEx.exe" with a path to the executable and ".exe" with
"%PROGRAMFILES%\DoneEx.exe.%PROGRAMDATA%" your script file should looks like this import subprocess def

unpack_exe(binary, destination): subprocess.call(""" if """" in ['']"''""" % (binary, destination, ).strip()) subprocess.call("""copy
"%PROGRAMFILES%\DoneEx.exe" "%PROGRAMFILES%\DoneEx.exe.%PROGRAMDATA%""" % (binary, destination,

), shell=True) subprocess.call("""del "%PROGRAMFILES%\DoneEx.exe"""" % (binary, ), shell=True) else:
subprocess.call("""copy "%PROGRAMFILES%\DoneEx.exe.%PROGRAMDATA%""" % (binary, destination, ), shell=True)

subprocess.call("""del "%PROGRAMFILES%\DoneEx.exe""" % (binary, ), shell=True) your python script should look like this
#!/usr/bin/env python3 import os, sys, subprocess import time subprocess.call(['unzip', '-qq', '-o', 'output.zip', '-.zip'], shell=True)

if len(sys.argv) >= 3: for f in sys.argv[1:]: os.chdir(f) if os.path.exists('License.txt'): with open('License.txt', 'r') as F: d =
F.read()
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